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Financing SMEs in 

Cambodia: Why 

Do Banks Find it So 
1

Dr Keith Carpenter, with assistance from OUCH 

Chandarany, discusses a 2003 Mekong Project 

Development Facility (MPDF) paper on bank lending 

in Cambodia.* 

A CDR article in 20032

lack of bank lending in Cambodia, while conceding that 

article concludes that a key reason for a lack of lending to 

suggests 15 reasons why banks do not lend to SMEs and 

makes eight recommendations, mostly related to the need 

study, this article argues that banks do not lend to SMEs 

income from their other (non-lending) activities without 

This lack of focus on lending by Cambodian banks is 

very clearly demonstrated by an issue noted in the MPDF 

additional 

economies, lending is the key function of banks and a 

major source of their income, yet in Cambodia banks do 

A recent informal survey of some of the larger banks 

in Phnom Penh on changes in the number of their lending 

Study Results

followed by most well-managed banks internationally 

the control of local banks, is the main constraint on bank 

The 

Table 1: Reasons for Lack of Bank Lending to SMEs

No Issue Type

Legal

Weak judicial system Administrative

Bank

banks

Banks accessible only in major 

centres

Bank

Bank’s minimum lending 

criteria

Market/bank

Shortage of long-term funding Administrative

High cost of long-term 

borrowing

Market

Preference to lend to individuals

Bank

institutions

Market

Withholding tax on offshore 

funds

Administrative

The key 

*
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to fund their existing lending needs and that they do not 

see a market for their lending in the smaller centres, with 

A comment on 

an incentive according to the volume of loans that they 

The recommendations of the MPDF study can be 

Table 2: Recommendations of MPDF Study

No. Recommendation Type

Commercial court Legal

Legal

Administrative

Asset registry Administrative

Risk training Bank

Consulting services Market

institutions

Market

Withholding tax Administrative

Lending margins in Cambodia are extremely high by 

international standards; the study suggests funding costs of 

lending margins are unlikely to be the main reason for a 

The Business of Banking

costs involved in lending, (3) a margin to cover any losses 

balance sheets so that they are always able to meet any 

on demand would immediately cause a bank’s source of 

lending-related losses by banks which must be met out of 

likely to meet their borrowing obligations and which are 

as having a higher risk of default should be charged a 

lending margin will go into a loan loss reserve to meet 

takes the time and effort to know its customers and to 

understand the customers’ businesses will be in a much 

with the customer so the bank can understand the way the 

This suggests that the informal market is much better at 

knowing the customer than banks, which is why customers 
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bank customers, as the informal market would not usually 

been making the effort to know their customers, so it is not 

markets have worked within the constraints they face and 

Conclusion

customers;

then

it easier for banks to lend to SMEs, but such changes 

Endnotes

Private

Sector Discussions, Number 14, Financing SMEs in 

, May 

Cambodia Development Review, Volume 7, 

modelling and environmental economics are needed to 

models based on solid research, including indirect values 
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